


Who We Are 
 Polar Beverages, the country’s largest independent seltzer water and soft drink bottler, is a 

fourth-generation family owned business that traces its roots back to 1882. 
 Polar has made 35 other acquisitions during this generation’s stewardship of the family 

company. We have developed and expanded proprietary brands including; Polar, Adirondack, Waist 
Watchers and Clear & Natural. Additionally, Polar owns the franchises of 7UP, Sunkist, A&W, Seagram's 
Mixers, Fiji Water, Snapple, owater, Nantucket Nectars, and many other emerging brands.   

 Milestones include the 1996 purchase of long time competitor, Adirondack Beverages in 
Scotia, New York.  In 2011, Polar purchased a modern Winn Dixie bottling plant in Fitzgerald, Georgia. 
Today Polar employs over 1,700 team members, has over 2,000,000 square feet of manufacturing 
and serves over 5 billion drinks per year or enough for 2/3 of the world’s population.  

 Though Polar has changed in size, Polar is proud that it still holds onto the same values as its 
previous generations. We promise to continue the tradition of providing the highest quality 
beverages available. 
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WELCOME TO YOUR NEW 
FLAVOR-ITE WATER. 
  
Polar FROST is a modern zero-calorie sparkling 
beverage made with natural flavors, vitamins and 
antioxidants.  Made for those moments when you 
need more refreshment, more sparkle, more big fruit 
flavor, or let’s say, more attitude…from your water.  
  
ZERO CALORIES 
BIG FRUIT FLAVOR 
PLUS VITAMINS & ANTIOXIDANTS  
 



In a competitive category, Polar Frost continues to grow in 
the New England & New York market. Success has come 
from being part of the regions favorite beverage portfolio, 
vibrant packaging and award winning taste! 
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SWEETENED SPARKLING WATER 39,705,101 (1.8%) 100.0 0.0 $39,781,855 (2.8%) 100.0 0.0 100 0 

SPARKLING ICE 19,304,261 (1.6%) 48.6 0.1 $19,679,608 (1.8%) 49.5 0.5 97 0 

PRIVATE LABEL CLEAR 8,279,837 (11.6%) 20.9 (2.3) $7,929,300 (8.5%) 19.9 (1.2) 25 0 

PRIVATE LABEL ICE 3,052,703 17.3% 7.7 1.3 $2,353,609 15.2% 5.9 0.9 25 0 

CLEAR CHOICE 2,119,397 (0.9%) 5.3 0.0 $1,172,976 (3.2%) 2.9 (0.0) 10 (1) 

CLEAR'N'NATURAL 1,480,819 (15.1%) 3.7 (0.6) $1,268,118 (11.3%) 3.2 (0.3) 16 (8) 

POLAR FROST 1,450,322 129.4% 3.7 2.1 $1,465,436 131.6% 3.7 2.1 74 3 
CLEAR CHOICE ICE 1,057,868 265.6% 2.7 1.9 $646,319 128.5% 1.6 0.9 18 1 

GLACEAU 927,500 (53.9%) 2.3 (2.6) $910,905 (54.6%) 2.3 (2.6) 91 (1) 

CASCADE ICE 504,874 (28.8%) 1.3 (0.5) $489,068 (28.7%) 1.2 (0.4) 34 3 

SAN PELLEGRINO SPARK FRUIT BEV 503,969 (11.8%) 1.3 (0.1) $2,603,828 (8.7%) 6.5 (0.4) 88 2 

SKINNY GIRL 411,418 1,686.3% 1.0 1.0 $286,576 1,143.8% 0.7 0.7 29 26 

AW/7UP IPO - POLAR DIV l L52 Ending 05/23/15 l Share Basis: TTL WTR SWEETENED SPARKLING WTR l Condition:  - for Sales Units 
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NEW & INNOVATIVE 

Arctic Twist was created to meet the growing 
demand for ZERO- CALORIE refreshment with 
great fruit flavor. This unique thirst-quenching 
refreshment of citrus with the added boost of 
CAFFEINE is like nothing else out there! 

INNOVATION 



CREATING SOME BUZZ 



BOSTON (CBS) — Phantom recently purchased four bottles of orange mango flavored sparkling 
water at a local supermarket. The thirst quenching contenders were Fruitwater, Polar, Skinnygirl, 
and Sparkling Ice. See if you can guess which fizzy brand ended up at the top of the food chain. 
  
Skinnygirl sparklers finished in last place. Thanks to this bottle’s slippery label, it was difficult to 
open. And once Phantom finally popped the top, his wished he hadn’t been able to open it at 
all. With a bright yellowish color and barely any carbonation whatsoever, a glass of this 
Skinnygirl was not very attractive. As for taste, this stuff is just flat and musty, making for a 
sparkler that flat out fizzled. 
  
A step up from there is Fruitwater. Made with no juice at all, this sparkling water looks like 
orange soda, and smells like it too. More citric than sweet, the orange flavor overpowers any hint 
of mango, leading to a boring beverage experience. 
  
The runner up is Sparkling Ice. When Phantom opened this fizzy bottle, he was overwhelmed 
with a sweet and juicy scent. And that’s just how this stuff tasted too. While it does deliver a 
nice balance of orange and mango flavors, it’s almost candy like, resulting in each sip being just 
too sweet. 
  
At the top of the food chain is Polar. Finally a sparking water worth drinking. This tall thin bottle 
is bursting with a fresh floral aroma and a fun fizzy fruit flavor. The well balanced orange and 
mango notes taste like fresh fruit, with just the right amount of sweetness, making this a 
refreshing treat. That’s why Polar Sparkling Frost Orange Mango is at the top of the food chain. 
  
Watch Phantom Gourmet on Saturdays and Sundays at 10:30 and 11 a.m. on myTV38 
The article can be viewed at: http://boston.cbslocal.com/2015/06/14/phantom-gourmet-
flavored-sparkling-water-taste-test/ 
 

Polar Frost ranked TOP of the Food Chain on Phantom Gourmet! 
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MARKETING SUPPORT 

Display Banner – 3’ x 6’ 

Shelf Talker – 5” x 11” Frost Slim Racks 
17.6”W x 11”D x 41”H 

 
Cooler Cling 
5” x 7” 

•  Sampling Events throughout New England 
•  Outdoor Media – Truck backs & Billboard 
•  Social Media Push – Facebook & Instagram 
•  Custom Point of Sale/ Racks (shown) 

•  Website Development - drinkpolarfrost.com 
•  Flavor & Packaging Innovation 
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Our delicious flavor lineup… 

FROST Variety Pack 
• ORANGE MANGO 
• BLACK RASPBERRY 
• PINK GRAPEFRUIT 
• LEMON LIME	  

ITEM #: 04299 

PRODUCTS & SPECS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT: drinkpolarfrost.com 


